
   
 

   
 

 
No agency can guarantee that it will prevent a cybersecurity breach. If a hacker is 
determined enough, it is surprisingly easy to access the kinds of computer systems that 
public agencies own. Penetration audits and investment in cyber infrastructure are 
considered expensive and most public agencies do not have the money on hand to pay 
for these critical infrastructure investments.  
 
Several public agencies have already endured the pain of enormous data breaches1. In 
many cases, the breaches were from malignant software (malware) that crashed 
systems or adulterated data2. Some experienced hacking attacks “locked off” the entire 
agency’s computer data and the hackers demanded large ransom amounts to retrieve 
the data. The other looming threat is internal sabotage by disgruntled employees. 
 
“The 2018 Ponemon Institute’s Cost of Data Breach Study found that the average public 
sector data breach cost $2.3 million, or $75 per record.” See Footnote 1. 
 
Every public agency retains computer records and the breadth of data susceptible to a 
hacking attack is huge. Public agencies retain all manner of confidential information: 
human resources, including confidential personnel and medical files protected under 
HIPAA; planning and engineering data; SCADA systems that control water distribution 
valves that could be manipulated to cause an inundation threat; police files; court 
records; customer billing; and the list goes on. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 https://portswigger.net/daily-swig/the-latest-government-data-breaches 
2 https://portswigger.net/daily-swig/colorado-municipality-falls-victim-to-click2gov-software-
breach 
 

https://portswigger.net/daily-swig/the-latest-government-data-breaches
https://portswigger.net/daily-swig/colorado-municipality-falls-victim-to-click2gov-software-breach
https://portswigger.net/daily-swig/colorado-municipality-falls-victim-to-click2gov-software-breach
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CASE STUDIES 
 
Customer Billing System 
 
On May 7, 2020, the City of Baltimore was hit with ransomware named RobbinHood, 
which encrypted hard drive data to prevent access to hospital, airports and ATMs. The 
water department’s customer billing system was offline so customers would see larger-
than-usual water bills and, in some cases, the city had to absorb the loss of customer 
payments. 
 
Hackers demanded the equivalent of $78,000 in bitcoins to retrieve the data. The city 
was advised by the FBI not to pay the ransom. The City estimates the total costs from 
the hack will be around $18 million3. That does not include the intangible cost of the 
loss of residents’ trust in the city4. 
 
Data breaches in the utility billing system or financial system, phishing, customer 
payment data, these are all real threats for a public agency, but for systems that use 
SCADA, or Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition, a breach can be catastrophic. 
 

 
For best practices in SCADA and Industrial Systems, see the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security’s Securing Your SCADA and Industrial Control Systems, Version 1.0, 
copyright 2005, Technical Support Working Group at: 
 
https://www.scadahacker.com/library/Documents/Best_Practices/DHS%20-
%20Securing%20SCADA%20and%20Industrial%20Control%20Systems.pdf 
 
According to NERC CSSWG (2016), the top 10 industrial control system vulnerabilities 
are as follows:  
 

1. Inadequate policies and procedures; 
2. “It will never happen here.” 
3. Failure to install patches or determine if patches are adequate; 
4. Use of inappropriate wireless communication; 
5. Use of nondeterministic communication for command and control such as 

internet-based SCADA. Inadequate authentication of control system 
communication protocol traffic; 

 
3 https://www.engadget.com/2019/06/06/baltimore-ransomware-18-million-damages/ 
4 https://www.govtech.com/security/Over-a-Month-On-Baltimore-Still-Grappling-with-Hack-
Fallout.html 
 

https://www.scadahacker.com/library/Documents/Best_Practices/DHS%20-%20Securing%20SCADA%20and%20Industrial%20Control%20Systems.pdf
https://www.scadahacker.com/library/Documents/Best_Practices/DHS%20-%20Securing%20SCADA%20and%20Industrial%20Control%20Systems.pdf
https://www.engadget.com/2019/06/06/baltimore-ransomware-18-million-damages/
https://www.govtech.com/security/Over-a-Month-On-Baltimore-Still-Grappling-with-Hack-Fallout.html
https://www.govtech.com/security/Over-a-Month-On-Baltimore-Still-Grappling-with-Hack-Fallout.html
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6. Password follies and limited use of VPM configurations in control system 
communication protocol traffic; 

7.  Lack of available tools to identify odd traffic patterns; 
8. Dual use of critical control system low bandwidth network paths for noncritical 

traffic or unauthorized traffic. 
9. Lack of appropriate boundary checks in control systems that could lead to 

“buffer overflow” failures in the control system software itself. 
10. Lack of appropriate change management/change control on control system 

software and patches. 
 
Seizure of the electrical grid by remote SCADA access, manipulation of dams and levees, 
inundation by reservoir overfill are all possibilities discussed in these myriad reports5. 
 
US EPA has weighed in with its Water Sector Cybersecurity Brief for States: 
 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-
06/documents/cybersecurity_guide_for_states_final_0.pdf 
 

 
 
Customs and Border Patrol Breach 05/23/2019 
 
One of the more disturbing data hacking events occurred on May 23, 2019 to 
[Department of Homeland Security’s] Customs and Border Patrol’s system(s). Hackers 
gained access to what appears to be exhaustive information on border control 
procedures, security measures, placement of surveillance and other highly sensitive 
national security information. Access was accomplished through a vendor, Perceptics, a 
company that contracts with the United States government to provide facial recognition 
and tracking software6.  
 
Both CBP and Perceptics downplayed the scope of the hack, saying initially that only 
“less than 100,000” travelers’ faces and license plate numbers were stolen.  
 
However, the Washington Post reported on June 21, 2019 at 11:41 a.m., that the hack 
also “revealed the inner workings of a complex surveillance network that border 
authorities have long sought to keep secret.” The list of stolen data is long: “detailed 
schematics, confidential agreements, equipment lists, budget spreadsheets, internal 
photos and hardware blueprints for security systems.7” 

 
5 https://www.forbes.com/sites/taylorarmerding/2019/04/04/despite-ongoing-warnings-u-s-
critical-infrastructure-remains-vulnerable/#bc5bf021fa83 
6https://www.theregister.co.uk/2019/05/23/perceptics_hacked_license_plate_recognition/C
ustoms and Border Patrol 
7 https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/06/21/hacked-documents-reveal-
sensitive-details-expanding-border-surveillance/?utm_term=.8a1bc164d3de 
 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-06/documents/cybersecurity_guide_for_states_final_0.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-06/documents/cybersecurity_guide_for_states_final_0.pdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/taylorarmerding/2019/04/04/despite-ongoing-warnings-u-s-critical-infrastructure-remains-vulnerable/#bc5bf021fa83
https://www.forbes.com/sites/taylorarmerding/2019/04/04/despite-ongoing-warnings-u-s-critical-infrastructure-remains-vulnerable/#bc5bf021fa83
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/06/21/hacked-documents-reveal-sensitive-details-expanding-border-surveillance/?utm_term=.8a1bc164d3de
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/06/21/hacked-documents-reveal-sensitive-details-expanding-border-surveillance/?utm_term=.8a1bc164d3de
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It gets worse: “Department of Homeland Security handbooks, border surveillance 
diagrams and dozens of signed nondisclosure agreements between the subcontractor 
and government authorities [and other companies] Microsoft … and Northrup 
Grumman” were stolen. The data are so sensitive, commenters indicate that they are a 
map that will inevitably assist terrorists that are determined to come through both the 
northern and southern borders. 
 
Perceptics was relatively unknown before this. The massive tranche of documents, 
obtained by the Perceptics breach, has already been released on the Dark Web, through 
Tor, and made available to the public. The hack is unprecedented and was successful in 
infiltrating what appears to be a huge part of the Department of Homeland Security’s 
computer systems. 
 
 
Although the government has denied it, the breadth of the attack was huge, and the 
consequences of this hack have not yet come to fruition8. It remains to be seen how the 
data that were released are used and the prospects appear dim that they will be used 
for the good. 
 
As for Perceptics, the Canada Border Security Agency has launched an investigation into 
Perceptics, citing concerns caused by the CBP attack9. 
 
City of Atlanta 03/2018 
 
Atlanta was hit with a cyber-attack in March of 2018. Rather than pay a ransom 
equivalent to $51,000 in bitcoins, the city chose to re-start city business from scratch. 
Hard hit were the water department’s billing collections and the court. A confidential 
report obtained by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution estimates the total cost of the 
attack at approximately $17 million10. 
 
Cleveland Hopkins Airport 
 
Malware or ransomware was used in an attack in late April 2019 against the airport. 
Officials say that only baggage claim information was obtained, which would seem to be 
of concern to the individuals who provided name and address information, but the 
intrusion is startling in its potential. CHA did not pay any ransom11. 
 
 

 
8 https://gizmodo.com/hack-of-u-s-border-control-contractor-is-way-bigger-th-1835744216 
9 https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/cbsa-perceptics-licence-plate-breach-1.5172152 
10 https://www.ajc.com/news/confidential-report-atlanta-cyber-attack-could-hit-
million/GAljmndAF3EQdVWlMcXS0K/ 
11 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleveland-hopkins-international-airport-computer-
systems-malware-attack-hack-fbi-investigating/ 

https://gizmodo.com/hack-of-u-s-border-control-contractor-is-way-bigger-th-1835744216
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/cbsa-perceptics-licence-plate-breach-1.5172152
https://www.ajc.com/news/confidential-report-atlanta-cyber-attack-could-hit-million/GAljmndAF3EQdVWlMcXS0K/
https://www.ajc.com/news/confidential-report-atlanta-cyber-attack-could-hit-million/GAljmndAF3EQdVWlMcXS0K/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleveland-hopkins-international-airport-computer-systems-malware-attack-hack-fbi-investigating/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleveland-hopkins-international-airport-computer-systems-malware-attack-hack-fbi-investigating/
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Various and Sundry Others 
 
In addition to these recent examples, other cybersecurity breaches in the past have 
occurred at the National Archives (2009), the United States voter database (2015), the 
US Department of Veteran Affairs (2006), the US Office of Personnel Management 
(2015), and many more12, including other American cities.13 
 

 
 
 

Summary 
 
The number of cyberattacks is increasing and one successful hack could upend a public 
agency’s ability to provide critical services, like hospital care, water and wastewater 
systems, courts, police departments and every other aspect of an agency’s jurisdiction. 
Managers must understand the threats and must have direction on the risks they could 
encounter in the cybersecurity realm. Often, however, cybersecurity is relegated to the 
IT department, which is concerned only with the meta-environment, not the larger 
threats. 
 
For water agencies, there is a risk that tying all systems together may provide access to 
the SCADA system through holes in other systems.14 
 
Additionally, if a breach does occur, an open and frank discussion to fix the problem 
requires a confidential forum, which can be provided if the crisis management team is 
brought in quickly. The team includes attorneys who can advise management of the 
potential liabilities resulting from such a breach and can allow an agency the latitude to 
repair breached systems without jeopardizing highly sensitive information.  
 
A multi-disciplinary approach is recommended to address all aspects of a cybersecurity 
breach. Zanja Verde provides that approach. While engineering firms are equipped to 
handle highly complex construction projects, their expertise in cybersecurity is often 
contracted out. Zanja Verde has specialized talent in water and cybersecurity 
management and can bring in penetration agents to identify vulnerabilities. Zanja Verde 
can also make recommendations for getting all systems healthy. 
 
Zanja Verde is fortunate, in that it can also offer a liaison to the US Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. The FBI has identified the water and wastewater sector as one of its 
priorities for protection from foreign actors. The FBI can offer training,  
 

 
12 https://digitalguardian.com/blog/top-10-biggest-us-government-data-breaches-all-time 
13https://www.businessinsider.com/cyberattacks-on-american-cities-responses-2020-1 
 
14 https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/feature/Interconnected-critical-infrastructure-

increases-cybersecurity-risk; https://www.eenews.net/stories/1060131769; 

https://digitalguardian.com/blog/top-10-biggest-us-government-data-breaches-all-time
https://www.businessinsider.com/cyberattacks-on-american-cities-responses-2020-1
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/feature/Interconnected-critical-infrastructure-increases-cybersecurity-risk
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/feature/Interconnected-critical-infrastructure-increases-cybersecurity-risk
https://www.eenews.net/stories/1060131769
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There may be funds available from various state agencies to address cybersecurity 
planning and implementation needs and Zanja Verde can help identify and advocate for 
those funds. 
 
Following a cybersecurity breach, Zanja Verde can assist Federal, state and local public 
agencies in addressing the breach, its financial and political consequences and can 
provide that assistance within the protection of the attorney-client privilege. 
 
 
 
 


